BENEFIT AND BUDGETING CALCULATOR

GROW THE FINANCIAL RESILIENCE OF THE PEOPLE YOU HELP
Our Benefit and Budgeting Calculator is outcome-focused and gives frontline advisors
information they can trust. They can easily explain complex benefit changes and
give people the advice they need to make decisions.
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EXPLAIN COMPLEX CHANGES SIMPLY
Accurately maximise income
Deal proactively with real life
Give action orientated advice
Improve frontline engagement
Prepare for Universal Credit changes

HELP PEOPLE MAKE DECISIONS THAT ARE RIGHT FOR THEM
Give personalised benefits advice
Save, store and access cases efficiently
Show what changes may mean to income
Make comprehensive benefit calculations
Identify possible ways to improve budgeting

When we were looking at a new benefit calculator, all of our colleagues who
tested Policy in Practice's Benefit and Budgeting Calculator agreed it was the
one they wanted to have – the decision was unanimous! Its ease of use and
visual features will make it much easier to help our customers.
Emma Owens, Curo Group
The Benefit and Budgeting Calculator is amazing, the frontline volunteers find it
really useful. I especially like the calendar that shows claimants who get paid
weekly how their monthly Universal Credit payments will be affected over the next
12 months.
Nicky Rees, Peterborough Citizens Advice

CONTACT US
For more details call 0330 088 9242, email hello@policyinpractice.co.uk or visit www.policyinpractice.co.uk.

